ROBERT AND LUDWIG NOBEL
to become of such importance to Russia, On one occasion he had
bought twelve barrels of photogen in Brussels, but the stuff proved
to be of such poor quality that it was "unsaleable. The quantity
was inconsiderable—especially as compared with the production of
the Baku oilworks—but twelve barrels meant a lot to the poor
lamp dealer, and Nobel feared ruin. After some experiments,
however, he succeeded in refining the stuff in a Finnish factory, and
he then disposed of it without incurring too great a loss. This
was one of the experiences to which he owed the great achievements
of his later life.
In the meantime Alfred had made his important discovery of
nitro-glycerine, and Robert became acquainted with the manu-
facture and application of the new explosive when he visited
Stockholm in the autumn of 1864. He had not been inclined to
believe much in such discoveries, and had, shortly before, in May,
given his brother Alfred advice which the latter fortunately failed to
follow:
" my good alfred/' he wrote,
" Give up inventing as soon as possible. It only brings dis-
appointment. You have such wide knowledge and such ex-
ceptional qualities that you should turn your attention to more
serious matters. If I had your knowledge and your capacities I
would spread my wings, even in this wretched country of Finland.
But as it is I am doing only moderately . . ."
When he reached Stockholm, however, he found that nitro-
glycerine was a business with a future, and Alfred and his father
presented him with the right to, patent and exploit the invention in
Finland on his own account, but in Alfred's name. The patent
which was granted on the gth December, 1864, f°r a period of five
years, is in the same terms as Alfred Nobel's Swedish patent of the
I5th July, 1864. In the spring of 1865 Robert built a small nitro-
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